
THREAD Size
Turn

1/4 1/2 3/4 1

5/8-18 .013 in. 
(0.33 mm)

.028 in. 
(0.71 mm)

.35 in. 
(0.88 mm)

.55 in. 
(1.39mm) 

G
AP

M16 -1.5 .015 in. 
(0.38 mm)

.030 in.  
(0.76 mm)

.045 in.  
(1.14 mm)

.062 in.  
(1.57 mm)

Part Number Diameter and 
Thread Size Total Length Threaded 

Lenght Material

5I7579 M16 - 1.5 2.20 in. 1.5 in. Stainless Steel 316

1252966 M16 - 1.5 2.20 in. 1.5 in. Stainless Steel 316

1895746 5/8” -18 3.25 in. 3.25 in. Stainless Steel 316

1932550 M16 - 1.5 3.00 in. 2.75 in. Stainless Steel 316

3244131 5/8” -18 3.125 in. 3.125 in. Stainless Steel 316

SPEED SENSORS INSTALLATION MANUAL
Models: 5I7579, 1252966, 1895746, 1932550, 3244131

Please read the following information before 
installing:
Accurate speed measurement is a requirement 
for many engine-driven applications. CTP speed 
sensors provide an accurate and reliable means of 
converting rotational speed into a signal that can 
be measured by electronic control equipment. 

Description
A speed sensor is an AC generator. It is normally 
installed into the flywheel housing of an internal 
combustion engine, so that the starter ring gear 
acts upon it to generate a voltage pulse each time 
a gear tooth passes the end of the sensor.

Typical Installation
Speed Sensor Installation (see diagram) 
Drill and tap a hole in the flywheel housing (See Specifica-
tions for part number and thread size). 
IMPORTANT: Drilling too deep may damage ring gear 
teeth. Blow chips with air hose when drilling and tapping 
hole.

Gap Adjustment
Insert speed sensor and turn until it stops at the face of the 
gear. Back-off the gear by turning the pickup counter-clock-
wise 1/4, 1/2, or 3/4 turn. See Gap Chart below to deter-
mine gap distance based on the turn. Check gap clearance 
by rotating the gear completely around.

NOTE: Speed Sensor gap should be adjusted so that the 
minimum voltage required is attained at the engine’s lowest 
RPM. The voltage will increase as the speed increases. 
If erratic readings occur, remove Speed Sensor and check 
the magnetic tip for metal chips.

With pickup connected to all control 
equipment, and engine running at 
minimum required measurement 
speed, ensure voltage is sufficient 
for each control unit.

Voltmeter

Tachometer, 
speed switch or 

control unit

Never run these 
wires next to spark 
plug wires or cables 
carying inductive 
loads, AC currents 
or high frequency 
noise. 

Always use a two-
core shielded cable. 
Ground the shield at 
one end only. 

Ensure casing, gear 
and pickup are free 
of metal chips or 
filings. 

Adjust gap to 
     a)clear gear teeth and 
     b) provide adequate voltage at 
lowest measurement speed (with 
control equipment connected)

After setting pickup 
gap, set locknut. 
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